Light-induced activation of the rod phosphodiesterase leads to a rapid transient increase of near-infrared light scattering.
The so-called AT-signal described here is a transient light-induced increase of the near-infrared scattering from isolated bovine rod outer segments (ROS). Freshly prepared ROS are permeabilized with 0.01% Triton X-100 immediately before measurement in the presence of 1 mM GTP. The signal amplitude is saturated when approximately 2 rhodopsin molecules out of 30 000 are photo-excited. The signal recovers rapidly (approximately 90 s) and can be repeated in a succession of flashes. The AT-signal can be prevented by pre-activation of the phosphodiesterase (PDE) enzyme cascade at various levels: either at the level of G-protein, using ALF4- in darkness or GTP gamma S plus light; or at the level of the PDE catalytic unit, using protamine as an activator. The light sensitivity and kinetics of the AT-signal are similar to published parameters of PDE activation. These data suggest that light-induced activation of the PDE is the key reaction for the generation of the signal. On the other hand, blocking of the catalytic cGMP binding site by isobutylmethylxanthine only slightly affects the signal. We propose that the AT-signal reflects a structural change linked to the transient removal of the PDE inhibitory subunit from the catalytic unit.